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SUMMARY
A method is described, and examples of its application are given
for determining optimum headbox and forming board adjustments
in so-called velocity forming of paper, board, and tissue.
It includes a condition for determining the approach trajec-
tory of the jet to the forming medium. Obstacles to and
potential solutions for practical, online applications are
discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Correct landing of the jet from the headbox onto the forming fabric is essential
to good formation, retention, and control of sheet properties. Although infor-
mation on various aspects of appropriate settings is available in the litera-
ture, no comprehensive treatment of the subject has been published.
As is demonstrated below, there is quite a large number of seemingly independent
variables which have to be carefully tuned to work well in concert. In addi-
tion, slice settings have to be calculated to attain the desired process con-
ditions. Even though an experienced operator can achieve reasonably
satisfactory operating conditions by observation and manual tuning of parame-
ters, there are too many degrees of freedom in the process to make it possible
to achieve "ideal" conditions except, possibly, on single-grade machines. On
high-speed paper machines, the empirical process is hampered by difficulties in
obtaining a good view of the landing area because of mist and spray.
With an appropriate process description, a program can be developed to provide a
consistent baseline. Such a program can be used to translate successful
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conditions from one operation to another by keeping constant the most important
process characteristics, such as the true jet-wire differential velocity, the
vertical landing velocity, the fraction of the jet deflected down for sealing
purposes, etc., and by providing the operator with a list of recommended settings.
This article indicates formulas necessary for such an approach. The process
description works "backward" in a literal sense in that it starts out by calcu-
lating the conditions desired at the forming board and then deduces what the
headbox slice settings and other conditions have to be in order to obtain the
desired conditions at the forming board.
Hedging
The accuracy of a treatment like this depends on the accuracy of the constituent
parts. In practice, it is usually difficult to measure headbox settings and
geometrical relationships very accurately. Furthermore, certain aspects of
papermaking, notably those dealing with the visual aspects of formation, are
still an art, so there probably does not exist a unique best way or method to
set up and adjust a papermaking operation. Some specific points of uncertainty
are discussed in context. Hedging apart, however, the material presented below
has been successfully used as a first approximation and guideline for operations
ranging from kraft bag and linerboard to lightweight coating rawstock and sani-
tary tissue. It provides a baseline from which the papermaker can deviate to
practice the more artful aspects of papermaking.
All essential elements of this treatment were summarized in the 1980 Pacific
TAPPI Seminar (1), where the corresponding treatment for roll-type twinwire
formers was the main subject. One of the central ideas in the present treatment
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is that the leading edge of the forming board should split the jet in a very
particular manner so that any "jump" or "bounce" on the forming board is elimi-
nated.. Hence, the present treatment is not applicable to roll-type formers but
should be applicable in principle to the initial forming zone of hybrid formers,
such as the SymformerD and twinwire formers using stationary elements in the
initial forming zone, e.g., the Bel Baie0 types. This, however, has not been
verified and would require some additional geometrical relationships to account
for the nonhorizontal orientation of the former.
Definitions
Figure 1 is a definition sketch of the area being considered. The top and bot-
tom slice lips of the headbox serve to regulate and shape the jet. The end of
the inside surface of the bottom slice lip is marked by an asterisk. It is the
main reference point for the location of the headbox.




Figure 1. Grossly exaggerated definition sketch of the headbox, slice, and
forming board area. Depending on the actual values of the angle a,
the channel height and the height of the "parrot beak", the
sketch may represent a modern channel-type headbox with or without
a "parrot beak" or an air-padded headbox.
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As mentioned in connection with Figure 3, it is possible to treatmost headbox
designs.using the descriptors defined there. The classical air-padded headbox
has a 15 to 25-inch-high 90-degree.beak or a 30 to 45-degree converging section
which may be two to ten inches high. Many modern "hydraulic".headboxes have:.
a more or less converging channel ending with a "parrot's beak" of modest
height. .
The bottom slice lip and the whole headbox may tilt (around the reference point)
an angle 6 from the horizontal. In practice, the tilt angle is usually fixed at
zero or some other value.
The horizontal location of the top slice lip is defined by the distance L,
which can be positive or negative. For traditional reasons it is designated as
the extension of the bottom slice lip, although the adjustment normally is made
to the top lip.
The inside angle between the top and bottom slice lips,,here designated as a, is
the angle used by Nelson (2) and in the Appel equations (3) which are discussed
below. The vertical slice opening is conventionally designated b.
The vertical distance from the reference point on the bottom slice lip to the
leading edge of the forming board is H. The most common measure used in prac-
tice is the clearance between the underside of the bottom slice lip and the
forming fabric. The parameter H used here equals this clearance plus the
thickness of the bottom slice lip and the thickness of the fabric. The horizon-
tal distance, D, from the lower slice lip to the leading edge of the forming
board is also indicated in the. diagram.. The jet lands on the. forming medium a
distance, 1., before the leading edge of the forming board.
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The jet issuing from the headbox has a thickness, t, at the Vena contract.
A fraction of the jet, tl/t, is deflected downward by the leading edge of the
forming board. This fraction may typically be in the range 10% to 40% of
the jet thickness. If it is too high, retention may suffer and the bottom of
the sheet may become "sealed", making subsequent control of formation dif-
ficult. Due to the inherent roughness of the jet, the fraction deflected
down must be large enough to ensure complete contact and stability of the
landed jet.
Even in the absence of gravity, all the streamlines in the jet would not be
perfectly straight because of the processes of redistribution of momentum and
contraction. Appel's equations, discussed below, predict the angle a at the
vena contracta in the absence of gravity. If the headbox is tilted, the tilt
angle, 6 is simply added to 8. The effects of gravity are taken into con-
sideration when connecting the angle e between the jet and the horizontal at
the location of the leading edge of the forming board to the angle 8.
A fraction, t2/t, of the jet is deflected through the angle c by the forming
board to attain a purely horizontal direction.
THE BASIC APPROACH: Velocity Forming
This treatment deals only with so-called "velocity forming", i.e., forming
without dewatering at the breast roll. It is sometimes necessary to use
breastroll dewatering, but it puts stress on the forming fabric and the forming
board, the position and inclination of which has to be carefully adjusted to
accommodate the deflection of the fabric.
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The Forming Board
In the following, the top surface of the first part of the forming board is
assumed to be flat and horizontal and located to touch, but not to deflect, the
underside of the forming fabric as indicated in Figure 1. Hence, the forming
board can be described by three parameters: the horizontal and vertical distan-
ces from the slice and the angle of the leading edge of the forming board.
Basic Assumptions
Three basic assumptions are made:
1. The vertical velocities are so low that, for the brief initial process
considered here, the forming fabric is perfectly transparent to the
vertical flow.
2. A certain proportion of the jet is deflected downward by the leading
edge of the forming board. After this interaction, the suspension
remaining in and on the fabric obtains a perfectly horizontal velocity,
i.e., the vertical component is zero.
3. All disturbing factors have been eliminated.
The first assumption may at first seem preposterous, but it is not. As it turns
out, the vertical velocity component of the jet, even in very high speed opera-
tions, can usually be kept below 1 m/s (3 fps). This corresponds to the veloc-
ity achieved in a drop from a height of only 5 cm (2 inches).
Furthermore, only a small fraction of the jet thickness is involved. If 15 per-
cent of a 12 mm (1/2 inch)-thick jet is deflected down, the total thickness
(length of flow) involved is about 2 mm (1/16 inch), i.e., only a couple of
times the thickness of the fabric. If only the long fiber fraction is retained
in this initial process, the flow resistance of the fabric plus the retained
fibers can still be very low.
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The second assumption distinguishes this treatment of the situation from pre-
vious ones except (1). The assumption is a natural one to make and has been
successfully used in a number of applications, but it is based only on intuitive
reasoning: If the vertical velocity component is reduced to zero, then there
will be no stock jump or excessive or uncontrolled drainage pressure. The pro-
cess is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows a jet with a downward slant being
split in two by an edge. Part of the jet is deflected downward, which causes
the other part to be deflected upward to conserve momentum. By judicious
adjustment, the upper part of the jet can be given a purely horizontal velocity.
Figure 2. A free jet having a downward slant is split in two parts by a
sharp edge. Appropriate adjustment of the split makes it possible to impart
a purely horizontal motion to the top part of the jet.
When using a real forming board instead of a knife edge, the jet tends to seal
against, and therefore follow, the surface of the forming board. A simple
experiment was performed in which small holes were drilled in a forming board
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close to its leading edge.. It could readily, be shown,that.atmospheric pressure
at the surface.of the forming board was achieved only at certain combinations .of:-
angle of attack and fraction of the jet deflected down. If- too small a fraction
is deflected down,a positive hydraulic pressure exists-at the surface of.the
forming board. If too much is deflected.down, the pressure at the forming board
surface becomes subatmospheric.. In that case, any leakage of air into the inter-
face causes the jet todetach and "jump", up and away from the forming board.
The third assumption may not always be true, but it should be. The most common
sources of severe disturbances are
A. Deformed or misaligned lower slice lip
B. Incorrect breast roll showering, allowing a high velocity boundary
layer of air 'to follow the breast roll and. to exert a pressure from
below on the jet, thus deflecting the jet in an uncontrolled fashion
C. Imperfect breast roll doctor allowing water rings to form
Headbox Adjustments
The above assumptions suffice to determine a range of desirable conditions at
the leading edge of the forming board. Once these desirable conditions have
been calculated the corresponding settings of the headbox have to be determined.
Early experimental work in this area was.done by Nelson (2). The mathematical
treatment by Appel and Yu (3), also issued as TAPPI TIS sheets (4), is used here
to calculate slice settings. The treatment could be made more general by.
computerizing the method of analysis developed by Attwood (5), but that has not
been done.
It is clear from the experimental work reported in these referencesthat one
cannot expect extreme accuracy. Considering the experimental difficulties, it
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is indeed possible that the theories are better than the experiments and
Appel's method has withstood the test of time. It is straightforward and easy
to use even on a very small computer.
Appel's method, as used here, is limited to three cases, namely, 90, 45, and less-
than-12 degree slice designs. These are three very important cases, however,
which together cover most if not all current headbox designs, including the use
of an add-on profile bar ("parrot's beak"). See Figure 3 for definitions. Three
variations of the slice area of headboxes are shown; many more are conceivable





Figure 3. Headbox configurations and definitions of parameters. Only the
slice and slice approach area are considered in this article. Diagram C
shows a "parrot's beak" attached to the end of a channel -- a configuration
very widely used today.
The slice opening is b, the channel height B, and the "beak height" is B-b.
The jet thickness at the vena contracta is d = Ccb where Cc is the contraction
coefficient. The projection, or extension, of the lower slice lip
beyond the upper is L.
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The "beak angle" is a -- whether it is a small angle in a thin channel type
headbox, such as in diagram A, a 90 degree angle in a classical air-padded head-
box, such as in diagram B, or the upstream side of a "parrot's beak" such as in
diagram C.
The "efflux angle", ,is the angle to the lower slice lip which the jet would
attain at infinity in the absence of gravity. The actual angle of the jet at
the forming board, e, is the sum of B and the influence of gravity on the jet.
The channel convergence angle, 4, in diagram C, is not specifically accounted
for when the channel is terminated with a "parrot's beak" as in diagram C. This
is of no consequence if B/b is larger than 5 and of little consequence at
somewhat lower values. A tapering channel without a "parrot's beak" is covered
by diagram A. Intermediate values might be inferred or cautiously interpolated.
Attwood's treatment (5) might be used to advantage here but has not been
attempted.
Other Factors
Among the factors which exert some influence on the process but which have been
ignored are the following: friction against the air, jet break-up due to tur-
bulence, thickness of the forming fabric, and fluid friction at and beyond the
leading edge of the forming board. .
No effects of edges, cross flows, misalignments, or other perils of the trade
are considered. .
Gravity plays an important role and its influence is always included. For the





Sensitivity analyses were carried out around the following base conditions:
Table 1. Base conditions used for examples.
Jet thickness at forming board 10 mm 0.4 inch
Wire speed 15 m/s 2,950 fpm
Drag Velocity 0.20 m/s 40 fpm
Distance, D, slice to forming board 25 cm 10 inch
Elevation, H, of slice 10 mm 0.4 inch
Forming board leading edge angle 50 deg 50 deg
Headbox tilt 0 deg 0 deg
The base case is indicated by a small circle in the following diagrams.
Headbox Elevation and Distance to Forming Board
Figure 4 illustrates the vertical velocity of the jet as it lands on the
forming fabric. Parameters are the distance of the forming board from the slice
and the elevation of the bottom slice lip above the forming board. The latter
parameter is clearly influential. The triangles along the vertical axis and the
horizontal lines in the diagram denote the velocity of free fall from the indi-
cated heights of 5, 10, 20, and 30 mm, respectively. (A 5 mm elevation is hardly
practical but illustrates the function.) It is quite clear that, if a low ver-
tical velocity is essential, e.g., to keep the retention high, then the headbox
should be located as close as is practical to the forming fabric.
The vertical velocity component not induced by gravity is due to to the inclina-
tion, 8+6, of the jet at the slice. This downward inclination has to be reduced
more the further away the forming board is located. Hence, the vertical veloc-
ity component has to be reduced more the further away the forming board is located.
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Vertical Landing Velocity. m/s
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Distance: Slice to Forming Board, m
elevations, H, of the headbox above the forming board. Variations around
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Figure 4. Jet vertical landing velocity when properly adjusted to various
distances between the slice and the forming board shown for four different
t s,  o m ard. ariati ns d
the base case.
Figure 5 illustrates how the fraction of the jet deflected down has to change
with the distance between the slice and the forming board. Again, the influence
of the elevation of the headbox is evident. The surface roughness of free jets
increases with the distance travelled and with the intensity and scale of
turbulence in the flow. Considering that the surface irregularities in jets
from most headboxes easily reaches five or more percent of the jet thickness, it
is clear that the distance between the jet and the forming board must be kept
rather short.
Considering Figures 4 and 5 together, it becomes obvious that there probably
exists some limited range of headbox elevation and distance between headbox and
slice which yields both a low vertical landing velocity and adequate jet deflec-
tion to ensure that no air is trapped in the suspension retained on the wire.
Tilting the headbox or changing the slice configuration do not influence these
relationships.
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Distance: Slice to Forming Board
Figure 5. The fraction of the jet which has to be deflected down by the
forming board depends on the distance of the forming board from the slice
and on the elevation of the headbox above the forming board. Variations
around the base case.
Within a reasonable range, say a factor of two, the correct percentage of the
jet deflected down does not change significantly with the jet thickness. The
slice settings, L and b, have to be adjusted, of course, and the L/b ratio
has to be changed slightly (or the headbox tilted).
The Leading Edge of the Forming Board
Another lever for optimizing the conditions is provided by the angle of the
leading edge of the forming board. Figure 6 illustrates how the percentage of
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Angle of Leading Edge of Forming Board
Figure 6. The fraction of the jet which has to be deflected down decreases
with with an increasing bluntness of the angle of the leading edge of the
forming board. Variations around the base case.
The blunter the angle (up to 90 degrees plus), the more truly vertically down-
ward is the deflection of the bottom portion of the jet and, hence, the ver-
tical deflection of momentum. Therefore, the blunter the angle is, the smaller
is the fraction of the jet which needs to be deflected in order to achieve the
desired exchange of momentum to redirect the top portion of the jet to attain a
purely horizontal motion. This is important in low speed operations, as will
become evident in the following. In high speed operation, where air entrainment
can be a problem, a relatively sharp angle should be employed to make it
possible to deflect a sufficiently large portion of the jet to ensure sealing
against air.
Machine Speed
So far, the jet velocity has been constant. When the machine speed, or rather
the jet speed, is changed, virtually all other conditions have to be changed.
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The data in the following diagrams refer to the base case as presented in Table
1 with the exception of the particular parameters varied and listed in each
case. Hence, and as an example, when wire speed is indicated, the jet speed
equals the wire speed minus the drag velocity listed in Table 1*.
Figure 7 shows how the vertical landing velocity depends on the wire speed for
four different elevations of the headbox above the forming board. Again, the
influence of the elevation on the landing velocity is obvious. At high wire
speeds the landing velocity is almost linearly related to the wire speed, but at
low speeds it levels out to a value corresponding to /2gH, where H is the
elevation and g is the acceleration of gravity. These velocities are indi-
cated as black triangles along the vertical axis.
Vertical Landing Velocity, m/s
-H. mm =30
' . .' , An>.
0
0 10 20 30
Wire Speed. m/s
Figure 7. The jet vertical landing speed is a function of machine speed but
can not drop below the velocity corresponding to the elevation of the head-
box. The vertical arrows indicate approximate lower limits to usable
machine speeds. Variations around the base case.
*It is the author's considered opinion, but experimentally proven fact only
on roll-type twinwire formers, that it is the rush or drag velocity, not the
velocity ratio, which governs fiber orientation.
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The curves do not extend all the way to zero wire speed because, at any given
elevation, H, of the headbox, there is a minimum free jet velocity required to
cover the distance, D, to the forming board. The maximum distance which'-can-
be covered is given by the expression:
Dmax- {/ 2 V2 V2 - 2 2gH(
9 F . h F h(1)
where Vh is the horizontal jet velocity component at the slice and VF is the
jet velocity at the forming board.
This formula is based only on the equations of motion without friction and on
the notion that the jet is linked, without friction, into a horizontal direction
at the forming board. It does not, however, take into account the shape of the
forming board or the fraction of the jet deflected down. In certain cases this
puts further restrictions on the velocities and distances that can be used.
Even as it stands, however, the formula puts some fairly stringent restrictions
on how far away the forming board can be located. The maximum, practically
usable free jet length is obtained when the jet exits the headbox with a very
slight downward inclination.
Simple as this formula may look, for practical applications it has some nasty
properties and is not. used directly in the following. A reasonable approxima-
tion (within 10-15% on the "safe" side usually) for quick assessment of maximum
usable distance between slice and forming board, or the minimum usable jet veloc-
ity when this distance and the elevation are given, is obtainedb.y setting the
second term within the brackets to zero, i.e.,
V2 - V = 2gH.. . '. .. (2)F h
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This, in turn, yields expressions for the maximum distance and the minimum
speed:
Dm ax / 2/gH(V - gH) /g (3a)
VFmin =/ 2gH + gD2/2H (3b)
Estimates using the latter formula are indicated in Figure 7 by small, vertical
arrows. Arrows pointing up take into account a reasonable estimate of the
distance before the forming board that the jet actually touches the wire,
whereas the arrows pointing down do not. Both kinds of estimates are quite
close to the "theoretical" minimum (corresponding to formula 1 but computed
otherwise) indicated by the termination of the solid curves. Although these
estimates are conservative in the sense that the estimated minimum velocities
are slightly higher than the "theoretical" ones, they are still lower than
should be used in practice. Operation close to the limiting condition causes
the process to become highly sensitive to any and all disturbances, such as
pressure pulsations and misalignments across the machine width. In the follow-
ing diagrams, curves terminating inside the diagram indicate that limiting con-
ditions have been reached at that point.
The dashed parts of the curves indicate "theoretically possible" extensions
obtainable by tilting the headbox "backward," thus imparting an upward veloc-
ity component to the jet as it exits the headbox. These ranges probably should
remain "theoretical", however, and never be used in practice because analyses
indicate that operations in these regimes would be highly sensitive to distur-
bances. The corresponding ranges are also shown in Figure 9 but are otherwise
neglected.
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The data in Figure 7 are replotted in Figure 8, which shows the vertical landing
velocity as a function of headbox elevation for a number of different wire
speeds. The limitations discussed above dictate, in this example, that wire
speeds much below 5 m/s (1,000 fpm) cannot reasonably be run with a slice-to-
forming board distance of 25 cm (10 inches), used as the "base case"
Vertical Landing Velocity,m/s
/ >0 ^ 10
1 7
0'^^ e:: ^^^ Wire peed, m/ .
6 10 15 20 26 30
Elevation of Slice above Forming Board, mm
Figure 8. The jet vertical landing velocity is fairly linearly related (but
not proportional) to the elevation H of the headbox. Variations around the
base case .
To complete the picture, the same data are replotted in Figures 9 and 10.
The Headbox
The preceding examples have dealt with the conditions (jet thickness, angle,
landing point, etc.) at the leading edge of the forming board. The headbox has
been characterized only with respect to location, H and D, and, implicitly, by
the angle of the exiting jet, a + 6. These are precisely what are required as
entry values to use the formulas developed by Appel (3). These formulas, easily
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Fraction of Jet Deflected Down. %
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Distance: Slice to Forming Board. m
0.5
Figure 9. The fraction of the jet which has to be deflected down is a
function of the distance between the headbox and the forming board and of
the machine speed. Variations around the base case.
Fraction of Jet Deflected Down. %
Wire Speed, m/s
10 15 20. 25 3(
Elevation of Slice above Forming Board. mm
Figure 10. The fraction of the jet which has to be deflected down is a
function of the elevation of the headbox and of the machine speed.




accessible through TAPPI (4), are given in parametric form but converge very
rapidly and are, therefore, quick and easy to use in a computer program*.
Jet Thickness
In the examples reported here, the headbox had no tilt and a 90 degree beak
was used. The "beak height" was 15 mm (0.6 inch) and the jet thickness 10 mm
(0.4 inch), giving an L/b ratio of 1.15. Keeping the the distance to the
forming board constant and varying the jet thickness from 5 to 50 mm requires
the slice opening, b, to vary from 8 to 68 mm the contraction coefficient
increasing slightly (0.625 to 0.735) with the slice opening. The L/b ratio
varies from 1.16 to 0.95 over the range of jet thicknesses mentioned. There
is virtually no influence by the jet thickness on the vertical landing veloc-
ity.
Using a forming board with a 50 degree angle at the leading edge keeps the frac-
tion of the jet deflected down almost independent of the slice opening.
The fraction actually increases from 6 to 7.3 percent when the jet thickness is
increased from 5 to 50 mm. This is unfortunate because a smaller percentage
actually would suffice to keep the air out when using a thicker jet. It may be
interesting to note that this results in a one-to-one correspondence between
slice opening and jet thickness at the forming board, which is the same for all
reasonable forming board angles. The protrusion of the lower slice lip has to
be adjusted, however.
* It should be noted that the underlying assumptions require that the "beak
height", B-b, is, at a minimum, a significant fraction of the slice opening.
Accurate data for a smooth channel are not obtained if the "beak height" is
allowed to shrink to zero.
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Forming Board Angle and Headbox Settings
Using other angles at the leading edge of the forming board does not influence
in any way the required slice opening. Because a sharp angle of the forming
board requires that more of the jet be deflected down, the lower slice lip has
to be retracted more. The converse is true when using a blunter edge. The
influence of the forming board angle on the vertical landing velocity is mini-
mal; it decreases very slightly with increasing bluntness of the angle.
Headbox Tilt and L/b Ratio
When the convergence angle, a, in Figures 1 and 3 is high and the L/b ratio is
close to or below one, the exit angle of the jet is a very strong function of
this ratio (2-5). Such operating conditions, therefore, become sensitive to any
and all inaccuracies in the slice region. If the headbox has adequate adjusta-
bility in the machine direction of the relative positions of the upper and lower
slice lips, and if it is at all possible to tilt the headbox, then a forward tilt
makes it possible to use a high L/b ratio to promote profile stability. Using a
30 degree forming board and a tilt of 3.5 degrees, which is extreme, increases
the required L/b from 1.1 to 2.6. This gives very good jet stability but may
be excessive for a standard headbox operating on a multitude of grades.
From a theoretical point of view, a headbox tilting system could well replace MD
adjustability of either or both headbox slice lips except for headboxes
requiring a very extreme range of slice openings. Much would be gained from a
practical point of view, as discussed later.
DISCUSSION
The task of landing the jet from the headbox on the wire appears deceptively
simple, and in most cases paper will be produced whether this task is carried
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out in an ideal fashion or not. Correct landing of the jet can be crucial
however, to paper machine productivity and to the development of formation and
other paper properties.
Most of the fundamental knowledge for determining the correct slice settings has
been available for decades. Two factors have limited the applications. One is
a rationale for determining a desirable jet trajectory for the approach to the
forming fabric. One workable rationale is proposed here in the form of assump-
tions number 1 and 2.
The other limiting factor has been the computational requirements. Although
the equations are simple enough, the large number of variables and the fact
that practical applications require iterative solutions make it difficult to
display detailed guidelines in a chart or handbook format. Ready access to
modest computing power has changed that situation, and some examples of computed
results are given in this article. The potential exists now to include com-
puting algorithms in process guidance or control programs.
Optimizing the jet landing region
Referring first to Figures 9 and 10, it becomes apparent that, other conditions
being equal, a larger fraction of the jet has to be deflected down at the lower
speeds. This perhaps counter-intuitive result is due to the fact that at any
given elevation, H, (10 mm in this case) the vertical velocity component decreases
in less than direct proportion to the machine speed (see Figure 7). This, in
turn, makes the jet approach the forming board at a steeper angle at low speeds
than it does at high speeds. The steeper approach leads to a need to deflect
more of the jet downward in order to impart a purely horizontal motion to the
rest of the jet.
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At high speeds a very small fraction of the jet needs to be deflected down in
order to redirect the rest of the jet. It-might be desirable, however, to
deflect a substantial portion of the jet to ensure against problems with
entrained air. The obvious solution appears to be the use of a sharp angle of
the leading edge of the forming board.
The problems with air entrainment should be less severe at low speeds than at
high speeds. According to Figures 4 and 5, however, neither the vertical
landing velocity nor the fraction of the jet required to be deflected down would
decrease if the forming board were.moved closer to the slice. On low speed
machines it is often possible to operate at a smaller elevation of the headbox
(using a soft apron in extreme cases) and to combine this with a move to a
shorter distance between the headbox and the forming board. Such a combined
move can be beneficial.
Referring to Figure 6, the reader is reminded that going to a larger angle
of the leading edge of the forming board might also be used to minimize jet
deflection at low speeds. In any event, all the required settings can be
readily calculated for any number of cases and the one selected which best con-
forms in its fundamental process characteristics to known, successful opera-
tions.
Generic Differences Between Headboxes
Each case is different and requires different slice openings and L/b ratios.
Using the methodology presented here for comparisons at the same speed, thick-
ness of the jet at the forming board, distance between headbox and forming
board, and elevation of the headbox, however, there can be virtually no dif-
ference in total pressure required to drive the jet through the slice approach
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region or in any one of the relations illustrated above. One is free there-
fore, to select the.headbox design based on other criteria. Some of the finer
points are the following. .
Very thin channels preceding the slice cause fluid friction which has a slight
influence on the pressure required to operate the headbox. Of overwhelming
importance, however, is that friction and turbulence-are intimately related and
both relate to-jet quality and fiber flocculation. If the jet quality is poor
due to.excessive turbulence caused by friction in a thin channel, then turbulence
and friction.can be decreased by the addition of a "parrot's beak" -- or.
increasing the height of an existing one.
A high "parrot's beak" and a steep angle (up to 90 degrees) both promote sharp
contraction of the jet. This may be important for headboxes operating thin jets
because a larger slice opening can be used, lessening the demand for absolute
accuracy in slice adjustment, or improving the performance at constant accuracy.
Headboxes operating thick jets would require smaller slice openings and smaller
adjustments if they were to use small angles of convergence or a modest size
"parrot's beak". In neither case, however, is there any influence of the slice
configuration on total pressure or flow capacity required when compared at equal
conditions at the forming board.
Some practical concerns
There are good reasons for bringing the jet geometry under automatic control, and
the knowledge base for doing it is available; however, there are other obstacles.
Detailed observation of the jet landing area is often difficult, even impossible
in some cases. Accurate indicators of jet landing conditions have been devel-
oped for use on some twinwire formers but are entirely lacking on fourdriniers.
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A few pressure sensors spread across the width of the machine and located close
to the leading edge of the forming board might be a possibility.
Accurate indicators of horizontal slice settings are available and functional on
very few headboxes. Actuators for horizontal slice position are frequently not
functional or not functional when the headbox is pressurized. Remote control
and sensing of horizontal slice settings are virtually nonexistent.
It is not easy to build or to maintain equipment for accurate horizontal slice
adjustment. It is surprising that so few headboxes are equipped for precise and
easy tilting. It is possible to use any number of combinations of hardware and
software to facilitate tilting of the headbox around the reference point at the
inside end of the lower slice lip and to provide independent elevation adjust-
ment of that point. Such arrangements can be made very precise and, because
they can be located outside the headbox, need not be as costly or difficult to
maintain as if they are integral parts of the headbox. These arrangements would
facilitate computer control of this critical area of the papermaking process.
Needs for knowledge
The two basic assumptions made here, i.e., the existence of a sharp leading edge
of the forming board and the transparency of the forming fabric, can be
questioned, and practical modifications should be experimentally and theoreti-
cally investigated.
Note that in the theoretical treatment the leading edge of the forming board
is assumed to be perfectly sharp and having the indicated angle. In practice,
the leading edge of the forming board has to be slightly rounded. The minimum
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practical radius of curvature today appears to be around one quarter of one
millimeter. This "nonideal" shape has the same effect as an increase of the
angle of the leading edge. The extent of this effect might be calculated by
finite element analysis, but that has not been attempted. Exploratory, small
scale experiments indicate that this might be an important effect in high speed
operations using thin jets.
Although the pressure drop through the forming fabric may be very low, the
fabric does break up the flow and affect the interaction with the leading edge
of the forming board. With multilayer types of fabrics, however, the resistance
of the fabric to flow and the inertia of the water contained in the fabric might
become an important consideration, not so much for the positioning of the jet as
for the secondary flows which might be induced as the jet lands on the fabric.
Such phenomena may have a direct bearing on the quality of formation achieved.
This should be investigated.
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APPENDIX: Basic Formulas
Splitting the Jet at the Leading Edge of the Forming Board.
t
y \CONTROL VOLUME
Figure 11. Momentum balance analysis at the leading edge of the forming
board. The control cross section for momentum balance is enclosed by a
dashed line.
The leading edge of the forming board splits the jet into two parts having
thicknesses t1 and t2 respectively. The latter fraction travels horizontally
after the split. The fraction deflected down, tl/t, is selected so that the net
force exerted by the forming board on the incoming jet is parallel to its direc-
tion of approach, given by the angle e and by the x direction. This criterion
also ensures that there is no net force perpendicular to the the leading edge of
the forming board, i.e., the y direction, which might cause flow instabilities
and even mechanical vibration.
The above criterion can be expressed by writing the y-direction momentum
equation for the control volume shown in Figure 11:
x
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Fy = 0 = dV 2 t 2'sine - dV
2 'tsin(y - e) (4)
where VF is the total jet velocity at the leading edge of the forming board.
Fy is the net force on the fluid in the y-direction, and the right hand side of
the equation is the total rate of y-momentum outflow from the control volume.
The density of the fluid is d. This equation is solved for t1 yielding
t1 = (t sine )/{sine"+ sin(y - E)} (5)
and from Figure 1
I = tl/sine (6)
which completes the analysis of conditions at the leading edge of the forming
board. It is of some interest to combine equations (5) and (6):
I = t (sine + sin(y - e)) .... (7)
At normal operating conditions y is a substantial and e a very small angle.
Equation 7 then lends support to the old rule of thumb that the jet should be
landed approximately one jet thickness ahead of the forming board. Hence, that
rule of thumb is qualitatively compatible with the present approach. It is not
sufficient.
The Jet Trajectory
Apart from the effects of jet contraction which are taken care of implicitly
by the Appel equations, the horizontal jet velocity component, VH, does not
. .. .
change in flight. The total jet velocity increases from Vo at the slice
reference point to VF at the.leading edge of the. forming board: . .
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V = VO + 2gH (8)
where g is the acceleration of gravity. No velocity change is implied as the
jet passes through the control volume. Hence, the jet velocity at the slice
reference point (referred to the velocity at the vena contracta) can be
directly calculated from equation 8.
The time of free jet flight, T, must be the same when calculated in the hori-
zontal and in the vertical directions:
H = VVOT + gT2/2 (9)
T = (D - )/Vh (10)
where subscripts V and h refer to the vertical'and horizontal components of
velocity, respectively. The vertical velocity component is counted as positive
downward. The jet efflux angle, 8 is obtained from
tan ( +6 ) = V/Vh (11)
For practical, computational purposes, equations 9-11 can be rewritten in a form
that requires very few iterations for convergence:
+6 = Arctan{ H/D - gD/ [2(V2 - 2gH)cos(B+ 6)]} .(12)
These equations suffice to determine the jet trajectory and the required efflux
angle from the headbox which is adjusted to suit by tilting or by means of the
protrusion of the lower slice lip, L, in Figures 1 and 3. If the lower slice
lip is adjusted the contraction coefficient changes, which requires changing the
slice opening, and so on. These calculations converge very rapidly.
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If the forming board angle and the fraction of the jet deflected downward are
known, then the jet angle at the leading edge of the forming board, and hence the
velocity components at that point, are known and the equations can be solved
directly. More commonly, however, the distance between the headbox and the
forming board is known, and then a straightforward iterative computing process
has to be used.
The bounds described by equation 1 and other conditions such as the requirement,
that the jet angle just prior to the leading edge of the forming board must be
smaller than the forming board angle itself must also be taken into account.
Headbox Pressure
Since the jet velocity at the vena contracta, Vc, is known, the total pressure
in the channel preceding the slice is composed of the pressure required to
sustain this velocity plus friction in the approach channel:
Pt = d /2 + Pf (13)
The frictional component of the pressure drop through a thin, wide, converging
channel having the upstream and downstream channel heights hu and hd,
respectively, and the length, Lc, is calculated by integrating the conventional
equations for pressure drop in a straight channel:
2
dV, hu + hd
ff -B . L 4c. t2 . (h. d d12 (14)8Pf c d(h u hd) 2
As before, t is the jet thickness at vena contracta. Since the channel walls
should be hydraulically smooth and the Reynold's number is far into the tur-
bulent regime, the friction factor, f, can be approximated very adequately by
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f = 0.01033 - 0.002511 eLog(Vct) (15)
In thin channels the measured pressure, Pm, is less than the total because of
the velocity of the passing flow.
2
Pm = Pt -l- * {1 - ( )2 } (16)
2 hu
Excepting the rather insignificant changes of the value of the second term of
equation 15, the jet velocity at the vena contracta is explicitly contained at
only one position in the composite expression for the measured pressure. This
makes it easy computationally to satisfy the frequent practical need to enter
the measured pressure as an independent variable in order to compute the actual
jet velocity at the forming board; a single iteration often yields the desired
accuracy.
